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The New York Times didn't write anything on The Men WhO Killed 

Kennedy, but they did have an article on a fictional detective from 

England. A foreign detective is more important than and A and E program 

on who killed the President of the United States. 

Dr. John Nichols re-enacted 6.5 shootings, and further obliterated 

the single bullet theory. 

The case against Oswald would not have gone to court, and if it did 

ALL of the evidence would have to be revealed, or Oswald would've been 

acquitted. 

Comparing pertinent things to then and now.: the Pentagon Papers 

and the Archives evidence; Nixon's eighteen minutes of tape and the 

executive sessions of the Warren Commission; Gary Hart's sex capades and 

the strange deaths after the assassination; Ronald Reagan's tumor and 

JFK's tissue slides; Lockerbie explosion investigation 	re-enact 

CE-399 bullet. "If you don't investigate it, then it didn't happen." 

Dr. Wecht didn't just say the above statements, he shouted them 

with extreme emotion, as only he and Mr. Tatro can do. At one point, 

he looked to the press people covering the symposium, and pleaded with 

them to look into this assassination with us if they really care to know 

the truth. 

He reiterated the fact that the HSCA refused to test whether or not 

they can find one bullet which can duplicate the feat that CE-399 did, or 

supposedly did on November 22, 1963. He added that the investigating body 

had two years and six million dollars, but still couldn't find the time 

or revenue to conduct the test. Dr. Wecht said that he offered to pay for 

the test himself, if need be. The HSCA refused his generous offer.. 

At the end of his opening presentation, Dr. Wecht received a long 

and thunderous standing ovation. 


